
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Over the past 30 years, Friends have been providing transformational support for the Hall, ensuring this historic 

building remains a home for great music making. Enjoy the benefits of friendship by joining as a Friend today, and 

be a part of the Wigmore story.    

 

Wigmore Hall is a no smoking venue. No recording or photographic equipment may be taken into the auditorium nor used in any other part of the Hall without the prior 
written permission of the management.  
In accordance with the requirements of City of Westminster persons shall not be permitted to stand or sit in any of the gangways intersecting the seating, or to sit in any 
other gangways. If standing is permitted in the gangways at the sides and rear of the seating, it shall be limited to the number indicated in the notices exhibited in those 
positions. 
Disabled Access and Facilities - full details from 020 7935 2141. 
Wigmore Hall is equipped with a ‘Loop’ to help hearing aid users receive clear sound without background noise. Patrons can use this facility by switching hearing aids to 
‘T’. 

 
Please ensure that watch alarms, mobile phones and any other electrical devices which can become audible are switched off. Phones on a vibrate setting can still be heard, 
please switch off. 
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Monday 10 October 2022 

 7.30pm 

Jean Mouton (obiit 1522) in memoriam 
 

The Brabant Ensemble 

Helen Ashby soprano  Thomas Castle tenor  Adrian Horsewood bass 

                   Kate Ashby soprano  Peter Davoren tenor  Graham Kirk bass 

                   Eloise Irving soprano  Christopher O'Gorman tenor Grantley McDonald bass 

                   Emma Ashby alto   Toby Ward tenor  Stephen Rice director 

Claire Eadington alto    

   

Jean Mouton  (c.1459-1522)    Confitemini Domino 

Kyrie from Missa 'Faulte d'argent' 

Antoine Brumel  (c.1450-1512)    Gloria from Missa de beata virgine 

Antoine de Févin  (c.1470-1511)    Sancta Trinitas 

Jean Mouton        Qui ne regrettoit le gentil Févin 

Josquin des Prez  (c.1450-1521)  Huc me sydereo 

Jean Mouton      Ave Maria gemma virginum 

Pierre Moulu  (c.1484-1550)    Mater floreat 

Interval    

Jean Mouton     Quis dabit oculis? 

Adrian Willaert  (c.1490-1562)    Ave maris stella a5 

Jean Mouton     Sanctus from Missa ‘Tu es Petrus’ 

Claudin de Sermisy  (c.1490-1562)   Si bona suscepimus 

Jean Mouton      O salutaris hostia 

Josquin des Prez     Alma redemptoris mater/Ave regina caelorum 

Jean Mouton      Nesciens mater Virgo virum 
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In the text of Pierre Moulu’s ‘musician motet’, Mater 
floreat, the leading figures from French musical life in 

the 15th and early 16th centuries are playfully 

identified. Moulu begins by naming 11 composers of 

international fame, ranging from Guillaume Du Fay 

(1397-1474), through Antoine Busnoys (c.1430-92), 

Alexander Agricola (c.1457-1506), Pierre La Rue 

(c.1460-1518) and finally, ‘bear[ing] the palm’, Josquin 

des Prez. The piece’s second section lists 13 singers 

who were active in Paris up to the mid-1510s, its 

presumed date of composition. Befitting his status as 

de facto royal composer-in-residence, Jean Mouton, 

‘with the golden fleece’, is saved until the very end, 

where he gives glory to the King and Queen ‘with 

strings and organ’. In this concert, the Brabant 

Ensemble follows Moulu’s lead in juxtaposing works 

by Mouton with those of musicians mentioned in 

Mater floreat: Josquin, Antoine Brumel, and Antoine 

de Févin, as well as Moulu himself, and also two later 

composers, Claudin de Sermisy and Adrian Willaert, 

with whom Mouton was known to be personally 

acquainted. 

It was not always obvious that Mouton would rise to 

such heights of royal favour. Born in the late 1450s, he 

initially plied his trade within a relatively short 

distance of his home diocese, Samer in the Pas-de-

Calais, then at Amiens Cathedral where he was 

maistre des enffans by 1500. But in 1501, for reasons 

unknown, he moved to a similar position in Grenoble, 

400 miles away. He remained there only a year, 

however, leaving without permission, and is next seen 

in service to the Queen, Anne of Brittany. Mouton 

remained part of the royal establishment until his 

death on 30 October 1522, outliving both Anne and 

her husband Louis XII. The funerary motet for the 

Queen, Quis dabit oculis?, is one of his finest works, 

lent an unexpected poignancy for us at present. 

Mouton’s compositional output is heavily weighted 

towards sacred music, with 15 Mass settings, 

approximately 100 motets, nine Magnificats, and 25 

chansons. The great majority is for four voices, but 

our opening motet, Confitemini Domino, adds two 

canonic parts to that texture. Later in the programme 

we perform two eight-part works: the miniature Ave 
Maria gemma virginum, in which four voices are 

derived canonically from the other four, at the interval 

of an octave; and his most famous piece, Nesciens 
mater, which is also a canon 8 ex 4 but at the fifth. 

Despite the technical complexity of all these motets, 

Mouton achieves great expressivity, especially in 

Nesciens mater. The tiny O salutaris hostia, by 

contrast, is expressive by its simplicity and perfect 

balance. Mouton’s Mass music is represented by the 

Kyrie from Missa 'Faulte d’argent', based on a 

chanson lamenting the lack of money - ‘it is pain 

without equal’ - and the Sanctus from his only five-

voice Mass, 'Tu es Petrus'. 

Perhaps the finest composer at the court other than 

Mouton himself was Antoine de Févin (c.1470-1511), 

whose brother Robert, also a composer, was another 

colleague. Despite his short lifespan, Antoine's 

musical output is impressive, showing a sure 

command of sonority and texture. His best-known 

motet, Sancta Trinitas, circulated widely during his 

lifetime and for a considerable period afterwards, 

attracting the attention of the composer Arnold von 

Bruck (c.1500-54) who added two voices to Févin's 

four-voice original. We perform the six-voice version, 

followed by Mouton's brief chanson written in Févin's 

memory, which emphasizes the deceased’s gracious 

character. 

While Antoine Brumel (c.1460-1512) was not a 

member of the court, his presence at the cathedral of 

Notre-Dame in 1498-1500 as master of the choristers 

makes it highly likely that he knew Mouton. Brumel’s 

style, though, is very different, and much more 

redolent of the late Middle Ages. His Gloria from the 

Missa de beata Virgine is closely based on plainchant, 

and includes six short tropes - words additional to the 

standard text, in this case in honour of the Blessed 

Virgin. The movement builds to a rousing climax, with 

a brisk triple-time 'Cum Sancto Spiritu' followed by a 

duetting and highly syncopated 'Amen'. 

Mouton's influence on the younger generation is 

documented in the case of Adrian Willaert. Sent to the 

University of Paris to read law, Willaert studied 

composition with Mouton and thereafter forged a 

highly successful career in music, becoming maestro 
di cappella at St Mark's, Venice in 1527 and remaining 

there until his death 35 years later. Willaert’s motet 

Ave maris stella takes the plainsong hymn, which 

celebrates the Blessed Virgin as Star of the Sea, as its 

melodic foundation to craft a polyphonic work ideally 

suited to the Most Serene Republic. His direct 

contemporary Claudin de Sermisy was also blessed 

with lengthy tenure in prestigious surroundings, 

serving the French crown for over 50 years, for the 

first 14 as Mouton's colleague. Although best known 

for his dominance of the Parisian chanson genre, 

Sermisy also wrote significant quantities of sacred 

music, of which the motet Si bona suscepimus, with 

text from the Book of Job, was the most widely 

circulated. 

While Josquin des Prez is not known to have met 

Mouton - if Josquin was ever in French royal service it 

was under the previous king, Louis XI - his reputation 

and the fundamental significance of his compositional 

innovations makes him impossible to overlook in a 

programme such as this. We perform two contrasting 

works: the gentle Ave regina caelorum/Alma 
redemptoris mater, combining two Marian plainchant 

melodies with apparent effortlessness, and Huc me 
sydereo, which sets a harrowing Christological text by 

the renowned Humanist poet Maffeo Vegio (1407-58), 

in a deeply expressive style. Particularly noteworthy is 

the treatment of the words ‘descendere iussit 

Olympo’, around one minute into the piece, where 

Josquin writes a series of descending scales, each 

spanning one-and-a-half octaves. 
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Texts and translations kindly provided by the artists. Translations of Qui 
ne regrettoit le gentil Févin and Willaert from cpdl.org. Moulu by David 
Fallows. Quis dabit oculis? from Tim Symons’s edition on cpdl.org. 
 

 


